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Land Acknowledgement

We wish to begin by acknowledging the 
Indigenous Peoples of all the lands that we are 

on today. While we meet today on a virtual 
platform, we would like to take a moment to 

acknowledge the importance of the land, which 
we each call home.

We do this to reaffirm our commitment 
and responsibility in improving relationships 
between nations and to improving our own 

understanding of local Indigenous peoples and 
their cultures.

From coast to coast to coast, we acknowledge 
the ancestral and unceded territory of all the 
Inuit, Métis, and First Nations people that call 
this nation home and who have taken care of 

this land. Canada is home to Indigenous people 
from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to 
have the opportunity to meet and work on this 

territory.



1:00PM PDT/4:00PM EDT Introduction

1:05PM PDT/4:05PM EDT The Why: Investing in refugee resilience

1:20PM PDT/4:12PM EDT The How: Refugee-lens investment framework and case 
studies

1:45PM PDT/4:45PM EDT Q&A

Today’s Agenda



Impact United

A broad-based, peer-to-peer community 

and movement of investors seeking to 

mobilize capital towards social, 

economic and environmental justice, 

comprised of: 

• Individual investors

• Families

• Institutions

• Faith-based organizations

• Foundations

• Other asset owners 



Movement Leaders & Supporters

Movement Leaders & Supporters

Knowledge Partners 



Introductions

Smitha Das
Principal
WES Mariam Assefa Fund

sdas@wes.org

Tim Docking
Managing Director
Refugee Investments Network

tdocking@refugeeinvestments.org

mailto:sdas@wes.org
mailto:tdocking@refugeeinvestments.org


Building long-term solutions for economic self-reliance

Investing in Refugees

www.refugeeinvestments.org @RefugeeInvest #refugeelensinv

RIN Introductory Overview for Impact United
November 4, 2021



RIN defines “refugees and forced migrants” 

broadly, inclusive of those forcibly displaced 

across borders, and internally (IDPs) by violence, 

persecution, climate change, natural disaster and

the communities they live in.
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The Refugee Dilemma: Defining Social Crises of Our Time

Projected number of “forcibly-displaced people” worldwide:

Average duration of protracted refugee situations: 17  YEARS

Source: UNHCR

80m

300m
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Refugees are Overlooked with Untapped Potential

REFUGEE ARE: ENTREPRENEURIAL
“Of course refugees are a good bet as entrepreneurs. 
When you’ve had the building next to you collapse, you 
don’t really care about your first investor rejecting your 
investment pitch–you keep going.“

- Source: Noubar Afeyan, Co-Founder, Aurora Prize

Refugees founded:

HARD WORKERS & LOYAL EMPLOYEES

“Investing one euro in welcoming refugees can yield nearly 
two euros in economic benefits within five years, as long as 
refugees are permitted to work.”

- Source: IMF

Employing Refugees = Higher Retention Rates
– Source: Fiscal Policy Institute & Tent (7 sectors study)

Turnover rates (refugees vs. all workers):

CREDITWORTHY
Data show comparable or higher loan repayment rates for 
refugees

– Source: KIVA
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The Refugee Crisis Cuts Across 13/17 SDGs

INVESTING IN REFUGEES IS CRITICAL TO ACHIEVING THE SDGs
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● Over 80% of the world’s refugee population is hosted in emerging economies that often struggle to grow 
and create jobs;

● Covid-19 has exacerbated already high unemployment, slow economic growth, and fractured social 
structures in developing countries, contributing to a rise in nationalism, xenophobia and social fragility -
a key driver of forced migration;

● Limited access to credit and capital markets are contributing factors to persistent poverty, the rise of 
extremist movements and corresponding national security threats.  

The Imperative: Build Economic Prosperity Not Barriers

LOCAL ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOB CREATION 
CONTRIBUTES TO NATIONAL STABILITY AND HELPS CREATE 

“ECONOMIC OASES” THAT HELP MITIGATE THE IMPACTS 
OF FORCED MIGRATION
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Filling the Strategic Gap: Refugee Investment Network

Interested Impact 
Investors Seeking 

Refugee-Supporting 
Deals

Refugee 
Entrepreneurs and 

other “Refugee 
Investments” Seeking 

Investors

The Refugee Investment Network (RIN) is the first impact investing collaborative dedicated to 

creating long-term solutions to global forced migration
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REFUGEE LENS: An Investing Framework

In consultation with investors, humanitarian organizations and refugees, and using the Gender Lens for guidance, 
RIN has developed the first-of-a-kind Refugee Lens to qualify and measure impact investments:

Note: Detailed Refugee Lens can be found: https://refugeeinvestments.org/resources/refugee-lens/

Refugee-owned: Majority refugee-owned 
company and/or with a refugee listed as 
“key person” in operating document.

Refugee-led: Refugee represented on 
the company’s senior leadership team 
and/or on the board.

Refugee-supporting: Company that provides 
goods or services that support humanitarian 
efforts, or intentionally hires and supports 
refugees.

Refugee-supporting host weighted Investments in host 
community businesses that adopt a policy to source at 
least 10% of subcontracts from refugee-owned 
businesses.

Lending facilities: When at least 25% of loan goes to 
categories 1-4 or to refugee borrowers.

Refugee funds: Fund manager or general partner is at least 
20% refugee-owned or controlled; or portfolio companies 
that fit in categories 1-4 making up at least 33% of the 
vehicles’ portfolio.
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Case Study: “Resilient 100” Entrepreneurship Program

Purpose:

• Support refugee-lens companies [R1 – R5]

• Bring visibility to range of business models and diverse entrepreneurs

• Develop a pipeline for RIN’s capital partners

• Share insights about refugee entrepreneurship

• Contribute to economic justice initiative, funded by JPMorgan

Benefits:

• 13-month business coaching, driven by behavior-change science and data

• Digital tools and storytelling training

• Access to loans, advisors, and networking

• Opportunity to be featured in RIN’s investor showcase publication

Eligibility:

• Refugee-owned/co-managed, or supporting refugees in a measurable way

• In operation for at least two years, in any sector

• Earning revenue, serving as the entrepreneurs’ primary source of income

• Globally based (English proficiency)

A new RIN program to provide 

business coaching, investment 

readiness support, and networking 

to 100 companies.

In partnership with:

Applications through November:
https://refugeeinvestments.org/r
esilient100/
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LCP is an impact investing private equity 
group operating multi-family housing 
solutions for those affected by forced 
migration around the globe.

R3/R6 Refugee Lens Investment

LCP leverages market-based solutions to provide safe, hospitable and affordable housing for 

resettled refugees and immigrants, currently in the US. By leasing C Class properties to A Class 

tenants, LCP aims to catalyze community and increase their properties’ overall investment value. 

“LCP provides investors with the unique opportunity to garner market-rate returns while creating 

transformative social impact.”

Case Study: Launch Capital Partners



Refugee Lens Investing (RLI) is Taking Root

Interested
Refugee Lens 

Investors Seeking 
Deals

Refugee 
Investments, 

Blended Finance and 
Technical Assistance 

Partners

● RIN identified 100s of investors who are actively or likely to engage 
in refugee investing including (see "Paradigm Shift"):

● RIN’s lens is being used by fund managers, e.g., SEAF’s $100M 
Global Forced Displaced Peoples’ Fund

● Andean Capital’s $50M Colombian Affordable Housing Fund

● Case Study: IRC’s Center for Economic Opportunity, supporting 
thousands of low-interest, small loans to refugees in the US

● IFC’s $100M refugee entrepreneur debt initiative

● The Dunn Family Charitable Foundation

● The ecosystem is growing, helped by an increase in 
refugee accelerators and incubators, yielding 100s of 
early- stage ventures (R1, R2)

● RIN research & market assessments show significant 
numbers of investment-ready (R3 & R4) enterprises and 
R5 & R6 funds in Mexico, Colombia, Uganda, Jordan and 
the US

● As RLI gains traction, more faith-based partners, 
foundations, NGOs, are entering the market as BDS, TA 
and blended-finance partners, e.g., US Resettlement 
Agencies, Fundacion Santo Domingo, Acumen, US 
Development Finance Corp
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Thank you



Q&A



Upcoming Events 

• United for Affordable Housing - Tuesday, 

November 23rd, 1-2PM EDT / 10-11AM PDT

• Our Land and Water: The Impact of 

Climate Change on Canada and Why 

Foundations Need to Act - Tuesday, 

November 30th, 1-2:30PM EDT / 10-

11:30AM PDT



Thank You
Join at impactunited.ca


